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Executive Summary

Ethereum is expected to transition from Proof-of-Work to Proof-
of-Stake around mid-September. PoS will fundamentally alter 
supply issuance dynamics of ETH, conservatively reducing net 
issuance by over 90%, and likely leading to ETH’s total supply 
being deflationary since a portion of transaction fees are 
“burned”- meaning they are taken out of circulation. 



The move to PoS will immediately cut energy usage of the 
network by ~99.95%. Investors can participate by “staking” their 
ETH to participate in the consensus mechanism of the network. 
We estimate a yield of 8.5%-11% on staking of ETH, driven by 
both rewards paid by the network for validating transactions 
and net transaction fees (the tips paid by network users after 
the base fee has been burned) Whereas excess transaction 
fees would go to miners under PoW, they accrue to stakers 
under PoS.
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What is the Merge?

Ethereum will be going through one of its largest upgrades ever. Ethereum is expected to move from 
Proof-of-Work (PoW) to Proof-of-Stake (PoS) around mid-September. Under PoS, instead of using 
computational power, validators lock (“stake”) a certain amount of the network’s native crypto asset (in 
the case of Ethereum, ETH) as collateral to create new blocks. In return, they earn rewards and 
transaction fees. Until now, both Bitcoin and Ethereum’s consensus mechanism has been Proof-of-Work 
(PoW), a mechanism where block creation is mediated by the expenditure of computational power 
(mining). 



















Transitioning to Proof-of-Stake will be the result of many years of work and planning. Vitalik Buterin, 
Ethereum’s co-founder wrote “What Proof of Stake is and Why it Matters” in 2013. The merge is only the 
first major upgrade in an extensive roadmap aiming to upgrade scalability, security, speed and efficiency. 
Vitalik Buterin shared a detailed roadmap for the network during a talk at an Ethereum Community 
Conference: 

Source: https://bitcoinmagazine.com/culture/what-proof-of-stake-is-and-why-it-matters-1377531463
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGjFTzRTH3Q

Graph Source: Ethereum Foundation

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/culture/what-proof-of-stake-is-and-why-it-matters-1377531463
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGjFTzRTH3Q
https://ethereum.org/en/upgrades/merge/
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Vitalik Buterin’s talk is well worth watching in full for interested readers, outlining a much broader vision for 
Ethereum. In Vitalik’s words, “Ethereum is currently only 40% done, 55% post-merge [...] At the end of this 
roadmap, Ethereum will be a much more scalable system- By the end, Ethereum will be able to process 
100,000 transactions per second." 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGjFTzRTH3Q

Graph Source: Ethereum Foundation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGjFTzRTH3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGjFTzRTH3Q&ab_channel=GrandAmphiTh%C3%A9atre
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Consensus Mechanism Compared

To understand why Ethereum’s transition from PoW to PoS is so significant, a short introduction to the 
two mechanisms is required: 



PoW: 

Proof-of-work is a consensus mechanism that uses computational power to mediate block production 
and ensure security. Miners compete to create new blocks full of processed transactions. The winner 
shares the new block with the rest of the network and earns some freshly issued ETH. The race is won by 
the miner that is able to solve a complex math problem the fastest – this produces the cryptographic link 
between the current block and the block that went before. Solving this puzzle is the work in "proof-of-
work".



PoS: 

In Proof-of-stake, the consensus mechanism is mediated by validators that have staked ETH to 
participate in the system. A validator is chosen at random to create new blocks, share them with the 
network and earn rewards. Instead of needing to do intense computational work, validators simply need 
to have staked their ETH in the network. This is what incentivizes healthy network behavior.  

A proof-of-stake system is kept secure by the fact that a single entity would need control over 51% of the 
total staked ETH to defraud the chain. 

To prevent validators from acting maliciously, the network punishes fraudulent behavior through a 
process called slashing. For example, proposing multiple blocks for the same slot, attesting to multiple 
blocks for the same slot, or contradicting previous checkpoint votes would result in slashing, making 
acting against the integrity of the network uneconomical. 



As The Amber Group points out in their excellent note on the topic, Ethereum can afford to reduce ETH 
issuance because PoS is a more efficient way to secure a network compared to PoW. Under PoW, 
Ethereum needs to issue enough ETH to cover miners’ costs (purchasing mining rigs and paying for 
electricity) along with a slim margin. Under PoS, Ethereum only needs to cover the opportunity cost of 
capital. Furthermore, whereas PoW can only incentivize correct behavior of miners through rewards, PoS 
allows Ethereum to directly disincentivize misbehavior through slashing. 


PoW

Miners, nodes

Computational Power/Hash power


Validators, delegators, nodes

Deterministic based on amount of 
staked assets


Block reward + transaction fees
 Block reward + transaction fees

Bad actors must spend capital on 
hardware + electricity

Bad actors can have their staked token 
slashed

51%-attack unlikely but possible if hash 
power is sufficiently low


51%-attack nearly impossible due to 
increasing barriers of marginal ETH 
accumulation


73.2 TWh annually, the energy 
equivalent of a medium-sized country 
like Austria. 


99.5% less than PoW

Validation 

& Consensus

Reward

Penalty

Security

Energy Usage

PoS

Source: https://medium.com/amber-group/on-the-merge-44df3f966813

Data Source: Ethereum Foundation

https://medium.com/amber-group/on-the-merge-44df3f966813
https://ethereum.org/en/upgrades/merge/
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Pros and Cons of Proof-of-Stake:



















Energy Usage:

PoS is 2000x more efficient than Pow, reducing energy consumption by ~99.95%.



Energy Usage PoW: 

A major criticism of proof-of-work is the amount of energy output required to keep the network safe. To 
maintain security and decentralization, Ethereum on Proof-of-Work consumes 73.2 TWh annually, the 
energy equivalent of a medium-sized country like Austria. 



Energy Usage PoS:

Ethereum's energy consumption will be reduced by ~99.95% after the transition to PoS.


Pros

Staking makes it easier for individuals to participate in 
securing the network, promoting decentralization. A 
validator node can be run on a normal laptop. Staking 
pools allow users to stake without having 32 ETH

Staking is more decentralized. Economies of scale do 
not apply in the same way that they do for PoW mining

Proof-of-Stake offers greater crypto-economic security 
than Proof-of-Work

Less issuance of new ether is required to incentivize 
network participants

Proof-of-Stake is younger and less battle-tested 
compared to Proof-of-Work

Proof-of-Stake is more complex to implement than 
Proof-of-Work

Users need to run three pieces of software to 
participate in Ethereum's Proof-of-Stake

Cons

Source: https://ethereum.org/en/upgrades/merge/

Data Source: Ethereum Foundation

https://ethereum.org/en/energy-consumption/
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Supply Dynamics of ETH Post-Merge

One of the biggest changes coming with the transition from PoW to PoS is a shift in monetary policy, 
leading to significantly changed supply dynamics of ETH. 



Under PoW, ~13.000 ETH gets issued to miners every day

Profit margins of mining have compressed meaningfully- the price of ETH is down significantly from the 
highs of last year but hash rate (the combined computing power of all miners) has not decreased 
proportionally. Ultimately, this means that a similar number of miners is competing to extract a smaller 
amount of dollars. We estimate that close to all of the newly issued ETH is sold on the open market. 
However, to conservatively estimate supply dynamics we will model 80% of newly issued ETH as flow on 
the supply side - amounting to 10.400ETH or 17m$ at current prices being sold into the market every 
single day. 



About 500m$ of newly issued ETH gets sold by miners into the market every month. 

ETH currently has the overhang of needing 500m$+ per month in capital inflows to compensate for the 
capital outflows caused by miners selling their newly issued ETH. 



Post-merge, new Issuance of ETH will drop from 13.000 ETH to 1000-2000ETH

Under PoS, about 85% of issuance will seize. Taking into account that around 2000 ETH in network fees 
are currently being burned every day, we project ETH supply to be slightly deflationary - even at current 
depressed levels of activity on the network. 



ETH will go from requiring 500m$+ monthly capital inflows to maintain price to needing ~10m$ of 
outflows to maintain price.



Structural Demand has certainly softened compared to 6 months ago. However, this is to be expected in 
a cyclical period of slower activity. Once activity inevitably returns, ETH supply will move deeper into 
deflationary territory. There is an enormous opportunity to be ahead of the curve into the largest 
structural shift in the history of crypto.  



Another point that is often overlooked is that the Merge is more than a mere shift in supply and demand 
dynamics. It is also a massive fundamental upgrade for Ethereum as the network becomes magnitudes 
more efficient and secure in a plethora of ways. This is part of what differentiates the Merge from other 
issuance-reducing events such as BTC’s periodic reductions in block rewards, an event referred to as 
“halvings”.



Referring to the merge, Hal Press of Northrock Digital points out:



“It is 3x as large of a supply reduction combined with a massive improvement in fundamentals compared to a decline in 
fundamentals in the case of BTC halvings (reduced security).”


https://twitter.com/NorthRockLP
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Estimating Staking Yield

Currently, the staking yield on Ethereum’s Beacon Chain ranges between 4.3-5.4% APR based on the 
ETH issued to reward stakers for fulfilling validation duties. We expect the total yield to rise to upwards of 
8-11% APR after the merge, once we consider net transaction fees and “Maximal Extractable Value” 
(explained below). 

 

The yield stakers can generate mainly depends on three variables:

 The amount of ETH staked
 Net transaction fees (or, to put it simply, usage of the chain
 Maximal Extractable Value (MEV)



Sensitivity Analysis for transaction fees and total staked ETH


Data source: IntoTheBlock

Data source: IntoTheBlock

https://medium.com/intotheblock/eths-supply-demand-following-the-merge-1637ed0f6499
https://medium.com/intotheblock/eths-supply-demand-following-the-merge-1637ed0f6499
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A consistently helpful mental model popularized by a16z’s Chris Dixon is to think of blockchains such as 
Ethereum as sellers of blockspace. Blockspace is exactly what it sounds like- space on a blockchain 
where one can run code and store data. No other blockchain has anywhere near the demand for 
blockspace that Ethereum has. Demand for blockspace is cyclical and so are asset prices. In our view, 
on-chain activity on Ethereum is likely to mean revert to the upside. Additionally, there’s significant 
reflexivity between the price of ETH and fee spending, both to the up and to the downside. 

 

As illustrated by the chart below, daily fees spent are highly cyclical and down significantly compared to 
last year when they consistently exceeded 10.000 ETH/day. Interestingly, active addresses on Ethereum 
are actually up significantly. As Northrock Digital’s Hal Press points out, a significant component of this is 
likely that applications are getting much more efficient in their use of gas. Opensea, for example, cut gas 
usage by over one-third by migrating from Wyvern to Seaport, a decrease in gas that is completely 
independent of user activity. This actually creates some interesting game theory around what the 
equilibrium for transaction fees and efficiency is. On the one hand, high gas fees are a major hurdle to 
mainstream adoption of the network, on the other hand, higher transaction fee spending is ceteris 
paribus value accretive for token holders and stakers. 

Graph source: Etherscan

https://twitter.com/NorthRockLP
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Maximal Extractable Value: 



Maximal extractable value (MEV) refers to the maximum value that can be extracted from block 
production in excess of the standard block reward and gas fees by including, excluding, and changing the 
order of transactions in a block.

 

Post-merge, the process that happens between the submission of a transaction and inclusion in a block 
changes: 














MEV is a concept that was first exclusively applied in the context of Proof-of-Work, and was initially 
referred to as "miner extractable value". This is because, in PoW, miners are in control of transaction 
inclusion, exclusion, and ordering. 

However, after the transition to proof-of-stake via the merge, validators will be responsible for these roles, 
and mining will no longer be applicable. The value extraction methods however will still persist after the 
transition, and thus the term "miner extractable value" is no longer valid. "Maximal extractable value" is 
now used as a broader term.



Flashbots, which is an organization specializing in research and development on MEV, estimates that 
MEV will add upwards of 60% to the APR of running a validator. This is based on the average amount of 
Realized Extractable Value (REV) to miners per block recorded on Flashbots (0.185 ETH).

The more technically inclined can experiment with the code themselves here and input their own 
assumptions.



Summary and Estimates



We project “real” staking yield to be 8.5%-11% as our base case scenario. This is actually a conservative 
estimate in our view as it assumes no deflation of the total supply of ETH. This staking yield is driven by 
real demand for block space and not by inflationary supply.



Source: https://ethereum.org/en/developers/docs/mev/#top
Source: https://hackmd.io/@flashbots/quantifying-REV
Source: https://hackmd.io/@flashbots/mev-in-eth2

https://hackmd.io/@flashbots/quantifying-REV
https://hackmd.io/@flashbots/mev-in-eth2
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The Opportunity for Institutional Investors

Staking as a Yield Opportunity



What makes staking attractive is that it is a relatively stable way to earn rewards, in comparison with other 
DeFi activities where institutions often have to be hands-on in identifying the best investment pools for 
high yields. Not deviating from the principle of “high risk, high rewards,” the DeFi opportunities that offer 
higher rewards often have much higher variance of payoffs- which we would argue is not the case for 
ETH staking. Staking is one of the few instances where investors can participate in the revenue 
generation of a network that is actually being used. 



Combining Staking DeFi and Staking



The largest pool of stakers is currently a so-called “liquid staking” protocol called Lido. Liquid staking 
derives its name from eliminating one of the caveats of staking - lack of liquidity. Withdrawals on the PoS 
chain will not be enabled until 6-12 months after the merge has been completed, using a protocol like Lido 
circumvents the lock-in of not being able to unstake by giving depositors stETH in return for staking their 
ETH. stETH will be redeemable for ETH as soon as withdrawals on mainnet are available. The benefit of 
this is not only liquidity (stETH can be sold on the open market) but also the ability to further use the 
staked ETH in the ecosystem - significantly lowering the opportunity cost of staking one’s ETH. 



This enables sophisticated investors to drastically improve their returns by e.g. staking through Lido, and 
providing liquidity on Curve in the stETH/ETH pool. Based on current data, this adds around 6% annually 
post-merge, increasing total returns by 80%+.



Stake ETH

through Lido

8.5% post-merge 6%

LP on Curve

14,5% on ETH using two

of the largest DeFi 

protocols, each having

billions in deposits
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We view using decentralized finance protocols to engage in liquid staking as far superior to using an offering 
such as Coinbase Prime where it is common to pay 10%+ of staking rewards in fees. And the market agrees:



Lido has been the leading choice for investors to stake their ETH, with just under 31% of all beacon chain 
deposits coming from the protocol - amounting to over 7b$ in assets deployed.
























Why Alloy



The easiest and safest way to use DeFi protocol infrastructure like Lido and Curve is through a platform such as 
Alloy. Alloy allows sophisticated investors to interact with existing DeFi infrastructure in a regulated, custodial 
framework. Options range from Staking, providing liquidity to lending/borrowing. Combining fiat on-ramp, 
custody and smart-contract layer automation, Alloy is a Gateway for institutional Investors to the entire DeFi 
ecosystem. One centralized frontend for all existing protocol-layer DeFi infrastructure- in regulated and 
compliant.

  

Disclaimer: This document is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, nor does it constitute financial advice of any kind. Alloy does not

Graph source: Dune Analytics
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Summary

Ethereum will be going through its largest upgrade ever in mid-
September: Moving from Proof-of-Work to Proof-of-Stake. The 
move to PoS will immediately cut energy usage of the network 
by ~99.95%, making it 2000 times more energy efficient than 
today. 



Investors can participate by “staking” their ETH to participate in 
the consensus mechanism of the network. We estimate a yield 
of 8.5%-11% on staking of ETH, driven by both rewards paid by 
the network for validating transactions and net transaction fees 
(the tips paid by network users after the base fee has been 
burned) Contrary to most other “staking” mechanisms that 
some PoS-based blockchains employ, the yield on ETH is what 
we call “real yield” as it is not negated by dilution through 
expansion of supply. The opposite is true- ETH supply will 
likely be deflationary, further boosting real yield when adjusting 
for % of network ownership. 



Ethereum is one of the few networks with real demand for 
blockspace, generating significant fee revenue that can be 
spent on securing the network by economically incentivizing 
validators. 


Disclaimer: This document is for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, nor does it constitute financial advice 
of any kind. Alloy does not endorse or recommend any particular securities, currencies, or other financial products. This 
content is solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any spot 
currency transactions, financial instruments, or other securities.


